Abstract: Electric motor faults decrease production capacity and increase maintenance costs. Today, predictive detection based on real-time monitoring and fault detection is taking the place of periodic applications. In this study, a new method is presented for the detection of eccentricity faults in permanent magnet synchronous motors. The motor current and the rotor speed were monitored under stationary and nonstationary speed and different load conditions, after which the fault detection was carried out via angular domain-order tracking method. The obtained results were compared with traditional fast Fourier transform results. It was observed that the suggested method can successfully detect the fault for stationary and nonstationary signals. In addition, the position of the fault-related components are constant independent of the motor current frequency, speed, and load levels.
Introduction
Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are recently preferred in industry and especially for servo systems due to their superiorities such as high power density, high power-speed interval, high efficiency, high air gap-flux density, and high moment/inertia ratio. In addition, other attributes such as their ability to operate at different speeds, good speed control, ability to operate at high speeds, low inertia, and ability to adopt formally to construction equipment can be listed among reasons for their preference [1] .
Instantaneous interventions and periodic maintenance are used to prevent motor faults. Even if periodic maintenance extends the motor life, it cannot prevent the occurrence of faults [2] . Therefore, monitoring and fault detection in motors are among important topics that scientists have focused on in recent years.
Faults have diversified as motors have developed. PMSM faults can be classified as electrical faults (drive and winding faults), mechanical faults (bearing and eccentricity faults), and magnetic faults (demagnetization faults) [3] . Eccentricity faults in PMSMs occur as a result of the unequal air gap between the rotor and stator.
Manufacturers allow a 5%-10% ratio for this eccentricity. However, they try to keep this ratio at a minimum in order to minimize the vibration and noise levels in motors. Bending of the motor shaft, incorrect positioning of the motor couplings, and bearing wear can be listed among the reasons for eccentricity faults. There are two types of eccentricity fault: static and dynamic eccentricity. In reality, static and dynamic eccentricity occur simultaneously and this is called mixed eccentricity [4] . Analysis of motor current signals is among the most frequently used methods for fault detection. The method is based on the monitoring of the amplitude changes of the special frequency components of the monitored current signal of the fault in the spectrum graph [5] . Even though the method gives quite successful results for stationary signals, it is not successful for nonstationary signals due to the insufficiency of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. Since PMSMs are operated according to the specified acceleration and deceleration reference speeds, both the amplitude and frequency of the current in these regions are nonstationary. In the proposed method, motor current is resampled based on speed at variable time intervals rather than constant time. Thus, the dynamic signal in the time domain becomes stationary in the angular domain. In the angular domain, the location of any order is calculated by multiplying its frequency by 60 and dividing it by the rotor speed. Compared to other methods, the suggested method's greatest advantage is that the location of the fault is always constant despite the change in frequency and speed.
This article consists of 4 sections. The first section is the Introduction section. In the Section 2, the eccentricity fault in PMSMs, reasons for this fault, its methods of detection, how to apply the experimental application, and means of data acquisition are explained. Experimental results are given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the conclusion.
Eccentricity faults in PMSMs
One of the faults that occur in these motors is eccentricity, which is a mechanical fault. Eccentricity faults can be classified as static and dynamic. Static eccentricity occurs as a result of the ovality of the stator iron or the incorrect positioning of the rotor, whereas dynamic eccentricity occurs as a result of the bending of the rotor shaft, bearing wear, and mechanical resonance [6] . In this case, the flux distribution at the air gap between the stator and rotor changes. This change is observed as harmonics in the waveform of the induced current. Eccentricity fault in the PMSM is observed in the current and voltage spectrums as sideband components [3] .
The position of these sideband components can be calculated using Eq. (1).
f ecc in the equation denotes the eccentricity fault frequency; k = 0, 1, . . . , n denotes a constant number; p denotes the number of pole pairs; and f e denotes the electrical supply frequency.
Fault detection in PMSMs is among the research topics studied by many researchers in recent years. Rosero et al. [7] carried out an experimental study to examine motor current spectrums for detection of the eccentricity faults and bearing faults in PMSMs. They showed that not only the stator current spectrum but also the spectrum of the dq current could be used to detect the eccentricity. Ebrahimi et al. [8] carried out studies in which they modeled eccentricity faults via the finite element method (FEM) and examined the effect of the fault on the current. They proposed a new index for diagnosis of static eccentricity.
Akar and Ç ankaya [9] carried out studies on the detection of static eccentricity faults in PMSMs. They analyzed the harmonics obtained via the spectral power density of stator current and voltage without any load. The results indicated that the suggested method is effective and that it can be used for the detection of static eccentricity faults. Akar et al. [10] carried out another study in which they applied the coherence method to the current and torque signals of a motor with static eccentricity fault. They were able to find issues specific to the fault, thus carrying out the fault detection.
Ebrahimi and Faiz [11] monitored the spectrum component of the electromagnetic torque signal for the detection of static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults in PMSMs. They were able to verify the results obtained via simulations with their experimental results. Hong et al. [12] presented the embedded inverter method as an alternative method for the automatic detection and classification of the motor faults operating under demagnetization faults and eccentricity faults. They concluded that continuous fault monitoring could not be carried out by using the suggested method; however, they were also able to conclude that it can contribute to the development of motor performance, reliability, and efficiency since it enables the sensitive and reliable monitoring of rotors.
Da et al. [13] proposed a new study of health monitoring and multifault detection in PMSMs using direct flux measurement with search coils. They presented two-dimensional simulations using FEM to validate the proposed method under different operating conditions. Results showed that they demonstrated the accuracy of the method they proposed. Alameh et al. [14] carried out studies on the detection of eccentricity faults in PMSMs. They presented an analytical multiphysical model. They simulated this model to calculate the radial magnetic pressure of the PMSM. They reported that the suggested multiphysical model could provide healthy and faulty characteristics and could be suitably used for fault detection and diagnosis tasks.
Akar et al. [15] carried out static eccentricity and bearing fault detection for PMSMs. In their study, they used the equal width discretization-based probability distributions of the data set obtained from the PMSM as well as the multilayered artificial neural networks method. They tested their suggested method at different speed and load conditions and confirmed that successful results could be obtained. In all the presented studies, the used signals were obtained under stationary operating conditions. However, in this study, the used current signal was nonstationary, and thanks to it the advantages of the proposed method fault detection could be realized.
Angular domain-order tracking method
Many limitations of FFT-based methods are overcome with the angular domain-order tracking (AD-OT) method. In the AD-OT method, stationary angular intervals are sampled in consideration of constant ∆t sampling time. The time sampled with constant ∆t sampling is transformed into equal angular intervals with the interpolation algorithm. These times of equal angular intervals are calculated by processing the encoder signal. After the sampling, it is decided what the time-domain counterpart of the data will be [16] . The steps for the transformation from time domain to angular domain are shown in Figure 1 [17] .
The data that were transformed into angular-domain are processed according to FFT and discrete FFT [16] . As long as the transformations occur on the angular-domain data, output spectral lines represent the constant rates. This means that there are equivalent sampling relationships in consideration of the time/frequency sampling relationship in the angle/order domain. These equivalent sampling relationships are given in Eq. (2).
In Eq. (2), ∆ 0 represents the order resolution of the output order spectrum, R the total number of analyzed values, N the total number of the time points on the transformations, ∆θ the angular interval of resampled samples, O sample the angular sample at the time of data sampling, O nyquist the Nyquist sample, and O max the maximum sample that can be analyzed. Sampling relations given in Eq. (2) show similarities with the FFT analysis sampling conditions given in the time domain. Order resolution, ∆ 0 , is the reverse of the number of the analyzed transformations. That means the analysis should be applied on several resolutions for a better order resolution. Maximum order to be analyzed can be found with the number of samples corresponding to one cycle or with the angular sampling rate. Angular-domain kernels of the transformations are given in Eq. (3) [16] .
In Eq. At the end of the transform, the x axis is no longer defined as frequency but as order.
Experimental study and data acquisition
The experimental study is given in detail in this section. A motor with shaft power of 1.2 kW, 8 poles, 230 VAC, nominal torque of 4 Nm, and nominal speed of 3000 rpm was used in the experimental study. The PMSM was operated in closed loop speed control mode. A second PMSM with the same properties was operated in closed loop torque control mode and it was used as a brake. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup and the equipment used.
Eccentricity faults were generated by using specially manufactured inserts (special rings). First of all, a bearing coded 6004-2Z/C3 with an external diameter of 42 mm and internal diameter of 20 mm was used at the load side of the PMSM. The bearing was replaced by a new bearing coded 6904-2RS with an external diameter of 37 mm and an internal diameter of 20 mm in order to generate the static eccentricity fault. In order to generate the static eccentricity fault, the center of the exterior was placed on the central bearing as can be seen in Figure 3 , whereas the center of the internal section was placed 0.25 mm from the bearing center to make a special insert with dimensions of 42 × 37 mm. A static eccentricity fault of about 50% was generated when the modified bearing was fixed to the motor. A similar procedure was applied to generate the dynamic eccentricity fault. A bearing coded 6905-2RS with an external diameter of 42 mm and an internal diameter of 25 mm was fixed in place of the bearing in order to generate the dynamic eccentricity fault. A similar insert was made between the inner bearing housing and the rotor shaft in order to generate the dynamic eccentricity fault. The internal diameter was shifted by 0.25 mm from the center in order to attain dynamic eccentricity, which yielded a fault of about 50%. Figure 4 indicates the formation of a dynamic eccentricity fault. It was observed during the studies carried out that, in reality, static and dynamic eccentricities occur simultaneously. This mixed eccentricity changes the flux distribution that occurs at the air gap between the stator and rotor. It was ensured in the experimental study carried out that the inserts for static and dynamic eccentricity faults were used together with the 6805-RS coded bearing with an external diameter of 37 mm and an internal diameter of 25 mm for a mixed eccentricity fault of about 50%. Figure 5 shows respectively a properly functioning bearing along with bearings used to generate static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults. In the experimental study, data acquisition was carried out under stationary and nonstationary speed conditions. One-phase current and rotor speed were monitored during the experimental study by operating the PMSM at stationary speeds of 750 rpm (50 Hz), 1500 rpm (100 Hz), and 3000 rpm (200 Hz) and under 0%, 25%,..., 125% loads for each speed. The PMSM was also operated at load conditions and nonstationary operating conditions in accordance with acceleration and deceleration ramps defined at speeds of 0-750-0 rpm, 0-1500-0 rpm, and 0-3000-0 rpm, after which the phase current and rotor speed were monitored again.
The data acquisition process was carried out using the CDAQ-9174 module, NI9227 current module, and NI9239 voltage module for a period of 10 s with a sampling frequency of 25,600 Hz. In addition, speed information was monitored as a TTL signal via the encoder outlet socket on the motor driver. LabVIEW Sound and Vibration Assistant Toolkit 2011 software was used for data acquisition and analysis.
Results
In this section, harmonics in the motor current generated by the static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults in the PMSM under stationary and nonstationary speed conditions are analyzed via FFT and AD-OT methods and then the obtained results are presented comparatively.
Operating under stationary speed conditions
In the experimental study, about 50% static, 50% dynamic, and 50% mixed eccentricity faults were generated in the PMSM. First of all, the change with time of the motor current was examined. In this regard, the rms values of the motor current at various speeds (750 rpm, 1500 rpm, 3000 rpm) and different load conditions (no load, 0%, 25%, . . . , 125%) were examined.
When the rms values of the motor current were examined, it was observed that the amplitude change increased positively in cases of static eccentricity and mixed eccentricity, whereas this change was in the negative direction for almost all speed and load conditions in dynamic eccentricity. Whereas force was applied continuously in one direction as a result of the generated static eccentricity fault, the air gap generated in the dynamic eccentricity fault rotated with the rotor. Figure 6 shows the FFT spectrum graphs obtained for the PMSM at 3000 rpm speed and under 100% load condition for healthy status and eccentricity faults. The locations of the expected additional frequency components are shown as lines perpendicular to frequency and order axes.
When Figure 6 is examined, the sideband components of the healthy motor current can be observed at 2/4 and 6/4 times the fundamental frequency. These observed components are misalignment components generated as a result of the misalignment due to the brake used during motor loading. The eccentricity fault should generate additional frequencies to components in accordance with Eq. (1). These frequency components were generated at 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 250 Hz, and 300 Hz at the operating speed of 3000 rpm (200 Hz). The amplitude values of these frequency components at 100 Hz for static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity were respectively -31.81 dB, -31.36 dB, and -30.28 dB; at 150 Hz were respectively -35.82 dB, -27.62 dB, and -39.59 dB; at 250 Hz were respectively -43.48 dB, -31.23 dB, and -37.46 dB; and at 300 Hz were respectively -47.93 dB, -47.51 dB, and -45.41 dB.
The FFT and AD-OT graphs obtained at the PMSM nominal speed value and under 100% load are shown in Figure 6 . According to the results obtained at the nominal speed and load value, there is an amplitude change for healthy status and eccentricity at the 1st, 3rd, and 5th order levels. This amplitude change at the 1st order for static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity was 34.70%, 35.61%, and 37.84%, respectively; at the 3rd order was 19.74%, 38.11%, and 11.29%, respectively; and at the 5th order was 16.76%, 40.22%, and 28.29%, respectively.
According to the average of the percent value in amplitude change obtained in full load condition at the same speed, the average values of the percent change in static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults in comparison with the healthy condition were respectively 40.17%, 42.49%, and 46.32% for the 1st order; 15.17%, 30.26%, and 25.51% for the 3rd order; and 16.82%, 21.01%, and 26.40% for the 5th order.
The highest amplitude change at 750 rpm and under 100% load for 3rd order static eccentricity was 40.45%, 49.94% for dynamic eccentricity, and 54.13% for mixed eccentricity, whereas these values for the 5th order were 35.04%, 44.46%, and 48.67%, respectively. The changes in the percentile amplitudes at 750 rpm stationary speed and 0%, 25%,..., 125% load conditions obtained from the AD-OT spectrum in comparison with the healthy state were respectively 14.90%, 12.71%, and 23.33% for the 1st order; 40.45%, 47.09%, and 54.73% for the 3rd order; and 34.27%, 40.29%, and 49.39% for the 5th order. According to results of the PMSM current spectrum at 1500 rpm under 100% load condition, static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity in comparison with the healthy condition for the 1st order spectrum values increased by 5.78%, and 20.23%, 17.33%, respectively. The same values respectively increased by 24.57%, 22.06%, and 36.6% at the 3rd order; by 15.29%, 31.03%, and 25.17% at the 5th order; and by 0.98%, 2.08%, and 4.19% at the 7th order. The amplitude changes at the 9th order were almost equal. When the average percentile change values obtained from AD-OT spectrum graphs for the static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults at this speed and under 0%, 25%,..., 125% load conditions were examined, it was observed that the average percentile change values for the static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricities at the 1st order were 9.79%, 21.79%, and 21.57%, respectively; at the 3rd order were respectively 22.63%, 36.32%, and 35.72%; at the 5th order were respectively 30.59%, 35.83%, and 36.73%; and at the 7th order were respectively 9.55%, 16.41%, and 20.16%.
Additional frequency components were observed in the motor current spectrum with eccentricity fault in stationary conditions as expected, and whereas the locations of these components in the FFT spectrum changed continuously in accordance with motor supply frequency, they remained constant at the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th order levels in the AD-OT spectrum as expected. When the spectrum values were examined, it was observed that the dynamic eccentricity values were higher in comparison with the static eccentricity values for almost all load and speed conditions and that the amplitude value of the mixed eccentricity was higher in comparison with dynamic eccentricity as a result of the contribution of static eccentricity. The highest amplitude change with the fault was observed at the 3rd and 5th order levels in the AD-OT spectrum, whereas it was observed that the amplitude change decreased at these order levels with increasing speed.
Operating under nonstationary speed conditions
PMSMs are operated under dynamic conditions rather than stationary conditions in accordance with the defined acceleration and deceleration ramps. In this case, the voltage, motor current, and motor speed have a nonstationary structure.
As can be seen in Figure 7 , both the amplitude and frequency speed curves of the current drawn at acceleration (0-2 s), operating at stationary speed (2-8 s) , and drawn at deceleration (8-10 s) are different in comparison with each other. FFT and AD-OT were used to analyze the changes in the motor current due to static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults generated by operating the motor under these operating conditions according to 0-750-0 rpm, 0-1500-0 rpm, and 0-3000-0 rpm acceleration references under 0%, 25%,..., 125% loaded conditions. FFT and AD-OT spectrum graphs for the static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity faults at 0-3000-0 rpm and 100% loaded current are shown in Figure 8 . Figures 8a-8d show the FFT spectrums obtained at 0-3000-0 rpm speed and under 100% load condition, whereas Figures 8e-8h show the AD-OT spectrum graphs. As can be seen in the FFT spectrums, the frequency components of the fault expected at 100 and 150 Hz to the left of the fundamental frequency could not be observed clearly. It will not yield proper results to only monitor the amplitude change of this component.
According to the AD-OT results, the amplitude increases at the 1st order for static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricities were respectively 51.82%, 15.42%, and 8.87%, and they were respectively 35.31%, 42.43%, and 45.90% at the 3rd order. These values at the 5th order were 12.54%, 15.83%, and 32.41%, respectively.
The highest amplitude changes for 750 rpm and 100% loaded condition in comparison with the healthy state increased by 59.06%, 64.20%, and 58.31% for static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricity fault amplitudes, respectively, at the 3rd order, whereas these values increased by 54.33%, 59.18%, and 51.78% at the 5th order. According to the AD-OT results at 1500 rpm and 100% load conditions an amplitude increase occurred for the 1st order spectrum values for static, dynamic, and mixed eccentricities by 14.24%, 17.22%, and 24.55% in comparison with the healthy state. These values were respectively 48.70%, 59.58%, and 53.31% at the 3rd order; 34.36%, 45.01%, and 38.29% at the 5th order; and 19.68%, 21.94%, and 18.94% at the 7th order.
The spectrum amplitude changes for the PMSM current signal in nonstationary conditions in comparison with the speed and load conditions of the 3rd and 5th order levels for 50% static, 50% dynamic, and 50% mixed eccentricities are given in Figure 9 . As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 9 , healthy and eccentric states can be clearly identified. Whereas the amplitude change under the full load condition at low operating speeds at 3rd and 5th order levels is around 60%, this change decreases with increasing speed. In addition, eccentricity types also differ according to speed and load conditions. The type of eccentricity fault can be clearly identified when these properties are used together with an artificial neural network-based classifier.
Conclusion
In this study, the effects of eccentricity faults on the PMSM current spectrum were examined in detail via FFT and AD-OT methods and the obtained results were compared. The change in the rotor speed in a PMSM in proportion with the supply frequency results in the change of place of the frequency components related to the fault. This is a disadvantage for fault detection under stationary operating conditions. When the results obtained by the FFT method under nonstationary conditions were examined, it was observed that the FFT method was not successful for fault detection due to its insufficiency related to nonstationary signals as a result of the continuous change of the amplitude and frequency of the motor current, especially at acceleration and deceleration regions. When the results of the presented method were examined, it was observed that the fault can clearly be detected for both stationary and nonstationary conditions at varying speed and load conditions. In addition, the fact that the positions of the fault-related components are at the 3rd and 5th order independent of speed and load made it easier to detect faults.
One of the biggest advantages of the suggested method is that it does not bring any additional cost for the user because of the coexistent current and speed sensors in inverter systems.
